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military science fiction serial detailing the rise of Star Force from corporate entity into an interstellar empire
over the course of more than a millennium.
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discovered in Antarctic ruins to obtain limited immortality and lead Humanity out into the galaxy,
encountering, befriending, and fighting hundreds of alien races all the while desperately trying to prepare
Earth for the unbeatable threat at the core of the Milky Way that is destined to return and reclaim their lost
colony…and their former Human slaves.
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From Reader Review Star Force: Origin Series Box Set for online
ebook

Shhhhh Ahhhhh says

Thank god for that change of pace. So, things I liked about this installment? First, the development of some
more, and parallel, back story. The entire thing with the dormant monsters on these plants that belong to
some of the nexus races was fantastic. Also, seeing one of the nexus races effectively broker a deal with the
Lizards, something that has been painted as impossible up until this point, was impressive, even if it was
diplomacy at the end of a barrel. I think they're going to deeply regret giving the Lizards that weapons
upgrade though. i'm also not sure I'm happy about the Lizards, master gene editors that they are, having
access to an unkillable monster and its offspring. That sounds like a recipe for unkillable lizards for sure.

Marauder was also fascinating. First, because there hasn't been much of anything about the people that go
back to civilian life. Second, because the whole bit about sex? That has been something like 50 books in
coming. Seriously, it's literally been like 50 books where they needed to address the fact that not only do
Archons not bone but they don't even masturbate.... for hundreds of years! The fact that that was an
exploitable psionic weakness is 100& believable and the method of resolving that weakness made perfect
sense. Kudos to the author for that. Now, regarding the Mage and Apprentice actions on-planet.. don't know
that that is consistent with the Star Force the author has been painting thus far but maybe that's because he's
trying to take all of this in a new direction.

OH, and the ancient giving the allies some new powers and delivering a proxy message for paul right before
the awakening of those beats (within the nexus, which the dragon warned the ally commander about) is A+
stuff. Excited for the next installment if it continues being this good. Like I said last review, I enjoy this
exploration stuff dramatically more than more boring combat.

Dave Roberts says

Finally old ones!

The first half of this book as my favorite so far. I can’t even begin to guess how the galaxy deals with this
new character.

Maybe it turns out to like Star Force?

The second half digress from the most interestingly part. If the second half had continued on with the first
half I’d give this book 5 stars

Norman James Bennett says

Action filled

Liked the action. Some of the background gets a little tedious. Little disappointed with the sex build up to



nothing. Seems like should have been some new ability discovered after all that.

Dennis Key says

Good story line ruined by author's poor command of English

OK, I've binge-read this series as far as I can. Aer-ki's unrelenting grammatical, vocabulary and redundancies
have finally proved to be too much for this English honors student. Peaked for piqued, later for latter, taught
for taut. Things like, "crewer," which according to Marriam-Webster isn't even a word, instead of crew,
crewman/woman, crewmate. Eeked instead of eked and used incorrectky as well as misspelled, shot marks
instead of pockmarks, "from where he got it from." It goes on and on.
He could easily have hired a middle school English teacher for a few hours a month to proofread his
manuscripts so he didn't look like someone who had flunked that level by winging it on his own.
It's too bad because the basic story line is good. It kept me plowing forward through the potholes and wash
outs for as long as it did, but no more!


